It is widely recognized that a prerequisite for the commercial penetration of the ad hoc networking technologies is the integration with existing wired/wireless infrastructure-based networks to provide an easy and transparent access to the Internet and its services. However, most of the existing solutions for enabling the interconnection between IPv4-based mobile ad hoc networks and the Internet are based on complex and inefficient mechanisms, as Mobile-IP and IP tunnelling. In this paper, we describe an alternative approach to build multi-hop and heterogeneous proactive ad hoc networks, which can be used as flexible and low-cost extensions of traditional wired local area networks (LANs). Our proposed architecture provides transparent global Internet connectivity and address autoconfiguration capabilities to mobile nodes without requiring configuration changes in the pre-existing wired LAN, and relying on basic layer-2 functionalities. We have prototyped the core components of this architecture for Optimized Link State Routing-based ad hoc networks and we have conducted several experiments comparing the throughput performance obtained using our scheme and a well-known alternative (network address translation) NAT-based solution. The experimental outcomes show that our proposed technique ensures higher perconnection throughputs than the NAT-based solution in the considered network scenarios.
INTRODUCTION
A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a collection of mobile nodes connected together over a wireless medium, which selforganizes into an autonomous multi-hop wireless network. Traditionally, MANETs have been considered as small-scale standalone networks, i.e. self-organized groups of nodes that operate in isolation in an area where deploying a networking infrastructure is not feasible due to practical or cost constraints (e.g. disaster areas, battlefields, temporary networks, etc.). However, the recent advances in mobile and ubiquitous computing, and the development of inexpensive, portable devices are further extending the application fields of ad hoc networking. Indeed, it is now widely recognized that supporting an easy access to the Internet and its services is one of the most important features needed to foster the commercial penetration of the ad hoc networking technologies. In fact, mobile users are looking for multipurpose networking platforms in which cost is an issue and Internet access is a must. As a consequence, nowadays, multi-hop ad hoc networks do not appear as isolated self-configured networks, but rather emerge as a flexible and low-cost extension of wired infrastructure networks, coexisting with them. A new class of networks is emerging from this view, in which a mix of fixed and mobile nodes interconnected via heterogeneous (wireless and wired) links forms a multi-hop ad hoc network integrated into classical wired/wireless infrastructure-based networks [1] .
In this paper we concentrate on investigating how this networking paradigm can be applied to extend the range of
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For Permissions, please email: journals.permissions@oxfordjournals.org doi:10.1093/comjnl/bxm013 traditional wireless local area networks (WLANs) [2] over multiple radio hops, in order to provide a seamless and untethered mobility support for mobile/portables devices in the local area environment. Ensuring a seamless network coverage of a local environment using traditional infrastructure-based WLANs is a difficult challenge to address because of the several factors that impair the radio transmissions, as electromagnetic interference, fading, obstacles, etc. Integrating ad hoc networking in traditional WLAN technologies allows discovering and maintaining multi-hop wireless paths within the network, providing a flexible, robust and cost-effective solution to increase coverage areas. More precisely, we envisage a heterogeneous network in which wired and multi-hop wireless technologies transparently coexist and interoperate (as shown in Fig. 3 ). In this network, separated groups of nodes without a direct access to the networking infrastructure form ad hoc 'islands', establishing multi-hop wireless links. Special nodes, hereafter indicated as gateways, having both wired and wireless interfaces, are used to build a wired backbone interconnecting separated ad hoc components. In addition, the gateways use their wired interfaces also to communicate with static hosts residing in the wired LAN. The network resulting from the integration of the ad hoc network with the wired LAN is an extended LAN, in which static and mobile hosts transparently communicate using traditional wired technologies or ad hoc networking technologies. Three different categories of solutions have been proposed for enabling interconnection between ad hoc networks and the Internet. One approach requires the implementation of a network address translation (NAT) on each gateway. In this case, the mobile nodes do not need a globally routable IP address because the NAT gateway translates the source private IP address of the outgoing traffic with a public IP address, which is routable on the fixed Internet. An alternative approach relies on the design of techniques capable of automatically configuring a unique, topology-dependent and globally routable IP address for each mobile node visiting an ad hoc network. Finally, a third category of solutions assumes that a mobile IP foreign agent (MIP-FA) is implemented in the ad hoc nodes that act as Internet gateways. In this case, the mobile node needs a permanent and unique globally routable IP address (i.e. its home address), which is used during the registration procedures with the foreign agents (FAS) of the visiting ad hoc network. This paper describes a simple, yet practical approach to logically extend a wired LAN by employing proactive ad hoc networking technologies in a way that is transparent for the wired nodes. The scope of our work is restricted to considering IPv4-based multi-hop ad hoc networks and we left to future studies the extension of our solution to IPv6-based MANETs. One of the main innovations of our solution is to rely only on basic address resolution protocol (ARP) capabilities [3] and standard IP routing rules. By positioning our architecture at the data link layer, we may avoid undesired and complex interactions with the IP protocol and provide global Internet connectivity in a very straightforward manner. In addition, we describe a distributed protocol for the address autoconfiguration of ad hoc nodes, which relies on dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP) servers located in the wired part of the network and does not require that new ad hoc nodes have direct access to the DHCP servers. Using our scheme, mobile nodes can dynamically obtain a unique IP address that is topologically correct within the extended LAN. We have prototyped the main components of our architecture in a general and realistic test-bed using the Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol [4] as the ad hoc routing protocol. In this test-bed, we have conducted a large variety of experiments, comparing the throughput performance of Internet access provided by our proposed scheme and an alternative well-known NAT-based solution [5] . The experimental results show that in the considered network scenarios: (i) our scheme provides higher per-connection throughputs than the NATbased solution; (ii) a limited node mobility does not cause permanent transport-layer session breaks; (iii) node mobility may induce drastic throughput degradations when using the NATbased solution, while for the tested mobility patterns and traffic configurations our technique provides more efficient gateway handoffs; and (iv) the network performances can be significantly improved by properly setting the OLSR protocol parameters such as to increase route stability.
Recently, other schemes have been proposed to provide ad hoc support below the IP layer. For example, in [6] label switching was employed to put routing logic inside the wireless network card. More recently, the LUNAR [7] ad hoc routing framework and the mesh connectivity layer (MCL) [8] have been proposed. These solutions locate the ad hoc support between the data link layer and the network layer. This 'layer 2.5' is based on virtual interfaces that allow abstracting the design of ad hoc protocols from both the specific hardware components and the network protocols. However, this interconnection layer requires its own naming and addressing functionalities distinct from the layer-2 addresses of the underlying physical devices. This significantly increases the system complexities and introduces additional header overheads. On the contrary, our proposed architecture exploits existing ARP capabilities, reducing implementation complexity, providing fully backward compatibility and ensuring minimal overheads.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the variety of architectural issues and design options that need to be considered to interconnect ad hoc networks to fixed IP networks. Section 3 introduces existing approaches to tackle the inter-networking of MANETs with the fixed Internet and reviews the most well-known solutions. The design principles and the protocol details of our proposed interconnected architecture are described in Section 4. Section 5 shows experimental results on the network performance in various test-bed configurations. Finally, Section 6 draws concluding remarks and discusses future work.
BASIC DESIGN CHALLENGES
The characteristics of the ad hoc networking differ substantially from the conventional IP architecture. Therefore, the interconnection of ad hoc networks to the fixed Internet brings up several issues regarding addressing, routing, mobility management and gateway selection. In this section, we discuss, in particular, the substantial conflicts between the routing and addressing architectures of MANETs and the fixed Internet.
One of the fundamental characteristics of the fixed Internet is the adoption of a hierarchical addressing architecture with the IP addresses divided into a network identifier and a host identifier. All the hosts in a certain network segment have to share the same network identifier (also called network prefix). Consequently, the IP address has a location-specific topological meaning and the conventional IP routing protocols can use one single route to address an entire IP subnet (i.e. a network consisting of hosts that share the same network prefix). Note that the use of structured addressing in the Internet has been a fundamental factor in enabling Internet scalability. On the contrary, in the traditional view of ad hoc networking, structured addresses are not required and IP addresses have been seen as unique identifiers without a specific topological meaning. Consequently, ad hoc networks are usually autonomous systems without hierarchy and organized by adopting a flat private address space. Thus, routing in ad hoc networks is typically performed using host-specific routes. It is evident that non-trivial issues arise to allow the interoperability between routing protocols adopting either network-specific routes or host-specific routes.
Another characteristic that distinguishes ad hoc routing and conventional IP routing is the use of multi-hop communications within the ad hoc network. This implies that hosts residing in the same network do not always share a common physical link. On the contrary, nodes in a fixed Internet sharing the same network prefix expect to have link-layer connectivity. Several basic mechanisms employed by conventional IP-based protocols (such as Mobile IP) heavily rely on this assumption. This means that these mechanisms should be modified and/or extended to be applied in multi-hop ad hoc networks.
Another problem that needs to be addressed to interconnect ad hoc networks to the fixed Internet is how to determine that an address is not present in the ad hoc domain. This is a trivial issue when using a structured addressing architecture, because it is always possible to decide whether a destination is located within the same network by simply looking at the destination's network prefix. Furthermore, in this case default routes can be used when no route exists to that destination. On the other hand, these features cannot be considered as implicitly granted by the ad hoc routing protocol. For these reasons, several ad hoc routing protocols implement specific route discovery mechanisms that are executed before deciding whether the destination is within the ad hoc network or not.
When the ad hoc node has somehow determined that the destined node is not present on the MANET, it has to detect the available gateways it can use to reach that destination. Thus, specific gateway discovery procedures and gateway selection algorithms should be designed. In addition, gateway selection is particularly critical when managing mobility inside the ad hoc network. In fact, frequent and unnecessary changes of selected gateways can introduce a significant burden to the routing protocol and drastically degrade the performance of transport-layer connections.
An issue that is strictly related to the gateway selection is how to ensure that the incoming traffic returning from the Internet is correctly routed to the gateway and then back to the originator ad hoc node. To allow this, the ad hoc node needs an IP address that is routable from the rest of the Internet. A variety of solutions can be devised to accomplish this, such as either implicit address translation at the gateway or some kind of explicit signalling between the ad hoc node and the gateway. However, at least the gateway must have a globally routable IP address because it resides on the edge between the ad hoc domain and the external Internet.
EXISTING SOLUTIONS FOR INTERCONNECTING MANETS TO FIXED INTERNET
In the following, we review the existing solutions for enabling the inter-networking of ad hoc and fixed networks, pointing out how they cope with the main challenges introduced in Section 2. Our survey is focused on the mechanisms that can be applied to IPv4-based MANETs because our proposed scheme is especially designed for IPv4 networks. For the sake of completeness, at the end of this section we briefly discuss the approaches proposed for IPv6 networks, providing references to the most consolidated proposals.
Mobile IP-based approaches
One of the possible approaches to provide Internet connectivity for ad hoc networks is based on the integration of Mobile IP 1 [9] with the ad hoc routing protocols. The reader is referred to the Mobile IP specification [9] for a description of the Mobile IP protocol.
The key idea behind the integration of Mobile IP and ad hoc networking is to set up an MIP-FA in the gateways that interconnect the ad hoc network with external networks, and to run an extended version of classical mobile IP in the MANET. This approach requires that each mobile node has a permanent and unique routable IP address (i.e. an 'home address'). When a mobile node visits an ad hoc network it adopts its home address as a unique identifier, and exploits conventional ad hoc routing protocols to establish a multi-hop route with one of the FAs present in the MANET. After registering with one of the available MIP-FA gateways, the visiting node will be globally routable on the Internet. Although the basic design principles are simple, several problems arise when adapting the mobile IP to operate in multi-hop ad hoc networks. The first obstacle comes from the fact that standard mobile IP protocol assumes that FAs and visiting nodes have link-layer connectivity to rely on link-local broadcast for signalling and control. On the contrary, in multi-hop wireless networks broadcast transmissions consume a great amount of network resources (i.e. bandwidth and energy) because broadcast messages flood the whole ad hoc network [10] . In addition, the mobile IP protocol adopts a proactive approach for agent discovery and for executing movement detection and handoff, which is based on periodic broadcasting of agent advertisements. In some situations, this behaviour clashes with the ad hoc routing protocol operations, especially when they are carried out in an on-demand manner. Finally, since the addressing architecture in ad hoc networks is usually flat, specific techniques have to be designed to allow mobile nodes to decide whether a destination is located within the ad hoc network or in the Internet. In the remaining of this section, we review the different solutions that have been proposed to cope with these problems, both for proactive and reactive ad hoc networks, pointing out advantages and limitations of each of them.
Early research on MANETs focused on the design of proactive ad hoc routing protocols. Consequently, initial solutions for interconnecting ad hoc networks to the Internet described mechanisms for using Mobile IP on top of proactive routing. For instance, in [11] an initial design is presented to integrate standard IP routing to DSR [12] , a source-based on demand ad hoc routing protocol. The basic principle is that each node participating in the same ad hoc network selects its home address from a common IP subnet. In this case, the gateway can be configured as a standard IP router between the MANET subnet and the external Internet. Mobile IP is then used to support the migration of mobile nodes from the Internet into and out of ad hoc networks. The idea is that mobile nodes piggyback Mobile IP AGENT SOLICITATION ON DSR ROUTE REQUESTs to register with the FA colocated with the gateway. In addition, when the mobile node wants to communicate with a node outside of the ad hoc network, the FA sends a proxy ROUTE REPLY listing itself as the last hop in the route to the intended destination.
An alternative, and more elaborate, solution to provide Internet connectivity for reactive ad hoc networks is described in [13] , and it is known as MIPMANET. This scheme assumes that ad hoc nodes forward traffic using AODV [14] , a tabledriven on-demand routing algorithm. In contrast with the approach adopted in [11] , the MIPMANET architecture does not require that the mobile nodes' home addresses belong to the same IP subnet. When a mobile node wants Internet access it simply register its arbitrary home address with one of the available FAs, and tunnels each packet to the FA with whom it is registered, which decapsulates the packets and forwards them to the destination. This tunnelling is used to emulate the concept of default routes into the on-demand ad hoc routing protocol. Since MIPMANET does not impose any network-prefix semantic within the ad hoc network, the sender must initiate a route discovery process using the AODV routing protocol to decide whether a destination is located within the ad hoc network or not. If the destination is not found within the ad hoc network, then the mobile node infers that the destination is in the wired Internet and tunnels the packets addressed to that destination to the FA. Furthermore, MIPMANET uses reverse tunnelling as defined in [15] , establishing an IP tunnel both in the forward direction (from home agent address to FA care-of-address) and in the reverse direction. Figure 1 illustrates the fundamental components of the MIPMANET architecture. Concerning the FA agent discovery mechanism, the MIPMANET scheme adapts the Mobile IP protocol to operate in a more on-demand fashion allowing FAs to periodically unicast AGENT ADVER-TISEMENT messages to registered nodes. In addition, MIP-MANET utilizes a new algorithm, called MIPMANET Cell Switching (MMCS), to determine when mobile nodes should register with a new FA agent upon moving.
In [16] a solution similar to MIPMANET is presented to implement an MIP-FA on a gateway for ad hoc networks running the AODV routing protocol. However, the scheme proposed in [16] adopts a somehow simpler approach, limiting the use of IP tunnels inside the ad hoc network. More precisely, MIP-FA gateways periodically advertize their presence through AGENT ADVERTISEMENT messages, and each mobile node maintains a list containing the IP addresses of available FAs. A mobile node that wants Internet access can register with the closest FA one of the care-of-addresses announced in the received AGENT ADVERTISEMENT messages, and then it updates the location information maintained by its HA. In addition, mobile nodes can proactively search for FAs by issuing route request (RREQ) packets addressing the All Mobility Agents multicast group [9] . When an FA receives an RREQ for a destination to which it does not have an explicit route (note that the FA has explicit routes only for mobile nodes registered with it) it replies with a special route reply (RREP), called FA-RREP, informing the sender that the destination can be reached through the gateway. In other words, the gateway generates proxy RREP packets on behalf of the nodes that might be present on the external Internet. Upon receiving an FA-RREP the source node does not use immediately this route, but waits for receiving normal RREP messages indicating that the destination node is located within the ad hoc network. Moreover, by properly setting the destination sequence numbers in the RREP message it is also possible to ensure that routes to nodes in the MANET will always have higher priority than routes established using FA-RREPs sent by gateways. The advantage of using FA-RREPs is that data packets can be transmitted to the FA using standard IP forwarding and it is not needed to use tunnelling within the ad hoc network. The solutions described so far integrate reactive ad hoc routing protocols (DSR or AODV) with the Internet routing and the Mobile IP architecture. However, the basic design of many of the Mobile IP mechanisms, such as agent discovery, movement detection and reachability of he mobile node, follows proactive principles. Thus, it is opportune to find a tradeoff between the on-demand operations of reactive ad hoc routing protocols and the overhead introduced by periodically broadcasting agent advertisements. For instance, MIPMANET proposed to use the MMCS algorithm [13] to detect and move to new FAs According to this algorithm, a mobile node should register with another FA if it is at least two hops closer to this new FA than to its previous FA, for at least two consecutive agent advertisements. In [17] , a protocol that limits the flooding of agent advertisements in an n-hop neighbourhood using TTL scoping is described. In [18] , Mobile IP is extended to manage multiple simultaneous connections with foreign networks. Based on the registered care-of-addresses, multiple paths can be used for packets to and from a mobile node. Thus, enhanced throughput and a more reliable connection can be achieved. An alternative scheme is proposed in [19] . In that work, some heuristics are described to classify the traffic load of the gateways, such as to avoid selecting congested route to gateways. In addition, to reduce the flooding overhead due to solicitations, optimized searching algorithms are used such as the Expanding Ring Search method [14] . However, some intrinsic limitations of on-demand routing protocols as the inability to support default routes and to easily determine that an address is not present on the MANET, cannot be overcome without relying on complex address allocation schemes or resource-consuming IP-in-IP encapsulation [20] .
For these reasons, recently, the integration of Mobile IP with proactive ad hoc routing protocols has gathered a lot of attention in the research community. A hierarchical approach to accomplish this integration is proposed in [21] . More precisely, Mobile IP is used to support macro-mobility between different IP domains, while the OLSR ad hoc routing protocol is adopted to support micro-mobility inside the MANET environment. As in prior work, the architecture proposed in [21] contains a gateway implementing an MIPFA, allowing the OLSR-IP access network to be connected to the Internet. In addition, in this hierarchical architecture, special nodes, called OLSR Base Stations, have been introduced to reduce the number of global location updates performed by Mobile IP. These base stations have both wired and wireless interfaces and implement the OLSR protocol on both of them. When a mobile node enters an IPOLSR access network, it receives either periodic AGENT ADVERTISEMENT messages broadcasted by the gateways or unicast AGENT ADVERTISEMENT messages sent by the gateways in reply to the node's AGENT SOLICITA-TION. Once the mobile node is registered, it is attached to the OLSR-IP access network. This implies that the node has a host-specific entry in the routing table for each IP destination address known locally on the MANET, while all the traffic for external networks is forwarded along a possible default route out of the MANET through the gateway. The HNA messages (see Section 4.2.2 for a description of the OLSR protocol) issued by the gateway establish this binding between the gateway itself and the external networks. In such a way, it is not required to have an explicit procedure to determine if a destination is present or not in the MANET. Note also that the use of IP tunnelling is limited to the communications between FA and HA, but it does not occur within the ad hoc network.
Albeit, the considerable effort devoted to the design of solutions enabling an efficient integration of Mobile IP with the ad hoc routing protocols to provide a global mobility between Internet and MANETs, Mobile IP-based solutions have still a number of drawbacks. The first one is that in order to allow Mobile IP and ad hoc networking to cooperate it is necessary to introduce further complexities and sub-optimal operations in the implementation of both Mobile IP and ad hoc routing protocols. Probably, an integrated design of Mobile IP and ad hoc routing functionalities might be much more efficient, minimizing the overheads. In addition, Mobile IP was designed to handle mobility of devices in case of relatively infrequent mobility. Thus the overheads introduced to manage roaming and handoffs between FAs are a relevant issue in MANET environments, where handoff functions operating at the data link layer may be more suitable. Finally, when the technique of default routes is used to route the traffic from the mobile node to the closest gateway, the use of Mobile IP can easily lead to triangle routing. In fact, when the mobile node moves it can get closer to a gateway different from the one to which it is INTERCONNECTING AD HOC NETWORKS TO THE INTERNET Page 5 of 22 currently registered. As a consequence, the forward traffic leaves the ad hoc network through one gateway while the return traffic enters the ad hoc network through the new MIP-FA gateway to which the mobile node is registered. To solve this problem the authors of [1] have proposed to use Mobile IP reverse tunnelling [13] , or explicit tunnelling to one of the gateway instead of using default routes. Note that changing between two MIP-FA-based gateways do not cause a transport-layer session break because the mobile node has simply to register the new FA with its HA. As we will discuss in the following section, changing gateways in NATbased solutions is much more critical.
NAT-based approaches
An alternative category of solutions to interconnect MANETs to the Internet is based on the implementation of NAT modules [22] on the gateways. Traditionally, basic NAT is used to allow hosts in a private network to transparently access the external Internet. More precisely, a router with a NAT module implemented on it, behaves as an address translator, which dynamically maps the set of non-routable private addresses (selected from a reserved address range) used internally in the local domain to a set of globally routable network addresses. A variant of basic NAT is the Network Address Port Translation, or NAPT [22] , which translates private IP addresses to a single globally routable IP address using different transport layer ports. When implementing a NAT module in a gateway of the ad hoc network, this gateway translates the source IP address of outgoing packets with its IP address, which is routable on the external network. The return traffic is managed similarly, with the destination IP address (i.e. the NAT-gateway address) replaced with the IP address of the ad hoc source node. Note that NAT-based approaches impose a limited addressing structure within the ad hoc network. In fact, the ad hoc network is identified by one or more network-prefixes designated to be used in private networks, while the host-specific part of the address is autonomously administered within the MANET.
One of the earliest implementation of this method for reactive ad hoc networks was developed by the Uppsala University for the AODV routing protocol [23] . In that implementation mobile nodes are not aware of the available gateways enhanced with NAT capabilities, and these gateways use proxy RREP messages to reply to RREPs destined for hosts on the Internet. The use of proxy RREP messages is clearly inspired by work done in [11, 16] . To reduce the complexity of the implementation, the AODVUU NAT solution assumes that all the addresses on the ad hoc network are allocated from the same private IP subnet. Thus, the gateways reply only to RREQ messages targeting destinations external to the ad hoc network. To avoid this limitation, it is possible to apply solutions similar to the ones defined in [16] for an MIP-FA-based gateway. More precisely, the NAT gateway can be allowed to reply to all the received RREQ messages generating a proxy RREP with the same sequence number of the received RREQ. Hence, a direct route to the designated destination not traversing the gateway will always have preference to the route announced by proxy RREP messages.
Solutions based on the use of proxy RREPs do not work correctly in multi-homed networks, i.e. when multiple gateways are present in the ad hoc network. Indeed, to avoid transport-layer session breaks it is necessary to ensure that each packet from the same session is routed over a specific gateway, since a NAT router translates both outgoing and incoming packets. However, it is difficult to control the gateway selection for an ad hoc node that is moving. To solve this problem, in [24] an alternative approach is described to provide Internet connectivity for on-demand routing protocols. First of all, the solution proposed in [24] defines a method for implementing gateway discovery using the AODV protocol. When a mobile node searches a route to its designated destination, it initially floods the network with normal RREQ messages. If the source node does not receive any reply, it issues a special RREQ message with a 'Gateway'-flag set. Upon receiving this type of RREQ messages the gateways are allowed to reply with proxy RREPs on behalf of external nodes. When the source node receives these replies, it becomes aware of the available gateways. Then, the ad hoc node selects one of these gateways according to some heuristic and it tunnels the packets addressed to external destinations to the selected gateway using, for example, IP-in-IP encapsulation [20] . Furthermore, the NAT gateway will also tunnel the incoming packets returning from the Internet to the source nodes. Figure 2 illustrates how the IP-in-IP encapsulation method works when tunnelling the packets for an external host via a NAT gateway.
As described in [5] , NAT gateways can also be implemented in proactive ad hoc networks. Using proactive FIGURE 2: illustration of the tunnelling operations in NAT-based solutions [5, 24] Page 6 of 22 ANCILLOTTI et al.
routing protocols, it is easy to advertize gateways within the ad hoc network, and default routes can be established between the mobile nodes and the closest gateway. However, instead of using default routes to send packets addressed to host located in the external Internet as proposed in [21] , the solution proposed in [5] requires that each sender node establishes a tunnel with the selected gateway (e.g. using IP-in-IP encapsulation [20] or minimal IP encapsulation [25] ) to deliver packets addressing external IP networks. Employing explicit tunnelling instead of default routes ensures that each packet of the same transport-layer session is consistently routed through the same gateway, even if the source node moves. In [5, 24] , the problem of how enabling gateways adopting different mechanisms to cooperate while providing Internet connectivity is also addressed. For instance, in multihoming scenario some gateways may be NAT-based, and other gateways may be MIP-FA-based. Again, a working solution for this issue is the use of explicit tunnelling that forces the packets generated from the same session to be routed through the gateway selected at the beginning of the session itself. This prevents the session break when the source node gets closer to another gateway. However, this method requires that special techniques be implemented to allow source nodes to discover the different capabilities of the available gateways.
To this end, extensions of the ad hoc routing protocols have to be devised. Finally, it is worth pointing out that most of the schemes described in this section rely heavily on the use of IP tunnels. However, tunnelling introduces a fixed overhead in the tunnelled IP packet headers. For instance, in case of IP-in-IP encapsulation, 20 bytes of overhead are added in every outgoing packet. Experimental results presented in [5] indicate that in some situations the throughput obtained by a TCP session can suffer a 30% decrease. This clearly motivates the need of designing more efficient and lightweight solutions to provide Internet connectivity for ad hoc networks. Although the NAT-based approach undoubtedly has advantages such as to allow the ad hoc network to continue to use a private address internally, as well as its simplicity, it also raises several concerns from the application layer standpoint. In particular, NAT is not very suitable for incoming connections and this fact causes significant difficulties for peer-to-peer applications. Recently, a few workarounds have been proposed to reduce the problems created by NAT, such as NAT-traversal techniques. However, a clear solution interoperable with existing NAT devices is still not available.
Proposals for IPv6-based MANETs
Most of the research aimed at combining IPv6 and ad hoc networking has focused on the design of mechanisms to configure globally routable IPv6 addresses within a MANET. In general, these approaches treat the ad hoc network as an IPv6 subnet. According to this view, gateway nodes present in the ad hoc network act as default routers receiving all the traffic destined for IP subnets outside the MANET. Consequently, in this category of solutions, gateway discovery mechanisms and address autoconfiguration techniques are strictly inter-dependent.
The standard IPv6 architecture includes a stateless address autoconfiguration technique [26] , but it cannot be applied in multi-hop topologies. There have been numerous proposals to extend this autoconfiguration protocol to operate in a MANET considering multi-hop operations, network partitioning and merging (e.g. [27] ). However, the proposals that have received more attention in the research community are the schemes that deal both with address autoconfiguration and gateway discovery. One solution is described in [28] , which defines both proactive and reactive strategies to discover the gateways within the ad hoc network. The network prefix, which is distributed by these Internet gateways, can then be used for configuring a (typically globally) routable IPv6 address for each ad hoc node. In [28] it is also described how Mobile IPv6 can be modified to be used in ad hoc network. In particular, Internet gateway advertisements will be used to detect the node's movement instead of the neighbouring discovery mechanisms used in conventional Mobile IPv6. In addition, the mobile node uses the globally routable address acquired from the Internet gateway as its care-of-address. Hence, no FAs are needed in the ad hoc subnet. Finally, packets sent outside the MANET contain a routing header that includes the address of the default gateway. This is a sort of emulation of the tunnel towards the gateway used in the MIPMANET protocol to avoid address reconfigurations after gateway hand-offs. An alternative solution to interconnect IPv6-based MANETs to the fixed Internet is described in [29] . This scheme introduces the concept of 'prefix continuity'. More precisely, in the same MANET, multiple subnets (i.e. network prefixes) can be used, but the network identifiers are assigned to visiting nodes such that any node that selected a given prefix has at least one neighbour with the same prefix on its path to the selected gateway. This implies that the MANET is organized in clusters of hosts sharing the same network prefix. This network organization reduces the overheads introduced by flooding gateway advertisements.
For a comprehensive survey of the several approaches proposed for enabling Internet connectivity for IPv6-based MANETs, and a detailed description of the protocol operations, the interested reader is referred to [30] and references herein.
PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
The basic design principle we adopted during the definition of our proposal was to provide transparent communications between static nodes, which uses traditional wired technologies; and mobile nodes, which uses more advanced ad hoc networking technologies, employing mechanisms that run INTERCONNECTING AD HOC NETWORKS TO THE INTERNET . As discussed in the introduction, in this work we address two major problems: address autoconfiguration and global Internet connectivity for IPv4-based ad hoc networks. However, before describing the details of our solutions, it is useful to illustrate the complete network architecture we propose for interconnecting heterogeneous ad hoc networks to the Internet. To this end, Fig. 3 depicts the reference network architecture we consider in this work.
As illustrated in the figure, we envision an extended LAN composed of a conventional LAN (the wired component) and several ad hoc clouds. In this network, mobile/portable nodes not in close proximity to the fixed networking infrastructure establish multi-hop wireless links to communicate with each other (e.g. using the IEEE 802.11 technology [2] ) using an ad hoc routing protocol. The wired LAN and the ad hoc components are interconnected using gateways, which are special nodes provided with both wired and wireless interfaces. We also assume that the ad hoc routing protocol is running on both the gateways' interfaces. This implies that separate (i.e. not in direct radio visibility) ad hoc clouds are not disconnected because an ad hoc node can exchange routing messages with any other ad hoc node in the extended LAN also through the wired LAN. As explained in later sections, this architectural design allows transparent support for node mobility and facilitates the Intranet communications.
In our architecture, multi-homing is permitted, i.e. multiple gateways can be located within the same ad hoc component. Consequently, specific mechanisms are required to support the hand-off between gateways without transport-layer connection breaks. In general, between pairs of gateways in radio visibility of each other, two direct links can be established, both wired and wireless. The choice between the two links is demanded by the routing protocol. However, we can assume that the wired link has a lower link cost than the wireless link because wired technologies are still more reliable and have higher capacity than standard wireless technologies. As a consequence, a routing protocol selecting least-cost paths will always give preference to the wired path for inter-gateway communications. In Section 4.2, we will explain the implications of this assumption.
Concerning the addressing architecture of our network, we assume that the extended LAN is a single address space Namely, all the nodes in the extended LAN, both ad hoc nodes and static ones, have an IP address with the same network identifier. To indicate the network identifier we use the standard notation IP S /L, in which IP S indicates the network prefix, and L the network mask length. For instance, in our test-bed, we used IP S /L ¼ X.Y.96.0/22. It is worth pointing out that our solution does not impose any addressing hierarchy within the extended LAN, and both ad hoc and wired nodes may have an arbitrary IP address belonging to the IP S /L subnet. This implies that the wired nodes are not aware of the ad hoc hosts and vice versa.
Standard IP routing is used to connect the extended LAN to the core Internet. Regarding the ad hoc routing protocol, our scheme is specifically designed for being integrated with proactive routing protocols. Examples of these type or routing protocols for MANETs are the OLSR protocol [4] or the Topology Dissemination Based on Reverse-Path Forwarding (TBRF) routing protocol [32] . The motivation behind this design choice is that proactive routing protocols usually support gateway advertisements, allowing the gateways to use special routing messages to set up specific default routes in the ad hoc network. In addition, proactive routing protocols, adopting classical link state approaches, build complete network-topology knowledge in each ad hoc node. This topology information could significantly simplify the operations needed to acquire Internet connectivity. In this work, the reference ad hoc routing algorithm is OLSR, but our architecture is general and it is equally applicable to other proactive routing protocols.
To build and make this extended LAN, operational we have designed three main mechanisms: † An address autoconfiguration protocol for the ad hoc nodes that takes advantage of the DHCP servers located in the wired LAN, which does not require that mobile nodes are aware of the identity/location of these DHCP servers; † An adaptive proxy-ARP capability, which allows the gateways to intercept packets generated by the wired nodes and addressing the ad hoc nodes; † An automatic procedure to set the proper network specific routing entries needed by the ad hoc nodes to correctly forward their traffic to the external networks.
The following sections describe the operations performed by the aforementioned techniques and how the ad hoc components are transparently integrated into the wired infrastructure.
Address autoconfiguration
A prerequisite for proper routing is that all nodes are configured with a unique address. Thus, various protocols have been proposed in the literature for the purpose of address autoconfiguration in MANETs. Generally speaking, with protocols using stateless approaches nodes arbitrarily select their own address, and a duplicate address detection (DAD) procedure is executed to verify its uniqueness and resolve conflicts. On the other hand, protocols based on stateful approaches maintain either centralized or distributed address allocation tables, and they execute distributed algorithms to establish a consensus among all the nodes in the network on the new IP address, before assigning it. Protocols proposed in [33] and [34] are well-known examples of the former and latter approach, respectively. A limitation of most of the early solutions is that they are designed to work in stand-alone MANET. To address this problem, the Internet Engineering Task force (IETF) has established the AUTOCONF working group with the main purpose of standardizing mechanisms to be used by ad hoc nodes for configuring unique local and/or globally routable IPv6 addresses 3 In fact, it is now evident that using a unified strategy to select a global node address, to route the packets and to access the Internet may be beneficial, because complexities and overheads are reduced.
In this work, we propose a simple but effective protocol to assign a globally routable IPv4 address to the mobile nodes of the extended LAN by taking advantage of the easy access to the fixed infrastructure. In general, in a wired LAN unconfigured hosts may use the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol [36] to query centralized servers to obtain IP configuration parameters (i.e. a unique IP address, a common netmask and, eventually, a default gateway). However, this solution is not straightforwardly applicable to ad hoc networks because the node running the DHCP server may not be permanently reachable by all nodes. In addition the legacy DHCP server discovery procedure requires link-level connectivity between unconfigured nodes and the DHCP servers. To overcome these limitations, our scheme assumes that DHCP servers are located only in the wired LAN and employs a novel mechanism to allow unconfigured nodes to contact the DCHP servers through multi-hop paths. To achieve our goal we partially reuse some mechanisms from the MANETconf protocol described in [34] . In particular, in MANETconf a node requesting an address first searches for already configured nodes and selects one of its neighbours as initiator of the configuration process. However, MANETconf can be used only to allocate unique and private addresses to nodes in a stand-alone MANET. In our scheme, a mobile node not yet associated with the extended LAN executes a preliminary message handshake to discover reachable and already configured ad hoc nodes. Then, the unconfigured node that wants to join the ad hoc component elects one of the discovered neighbours as DHCP relay agent. A DHCP relay is an entity that is capable of relaying DHCP_DISCOVER broadcasts from a LAN which does not include a DHCP server to a network which does have one [36] . The proposed address autoconfiguration protocol is basically an extension of the functionalities of the legacy DHCP relay agents. More precisely, as illustrated in Fig. 4 , an unconfigured node N broadcasts special messages, called NEIGHBOUR_REQ, to discover other nodes that are within its radio visibility and which can interconnect him to the ad hoc component. To make the protocol more robust against message losses and network dynamics, node N can periodically generate new NEIGHBOUR_REQ messages scanning each channel and operating mode (e.g. 802.1 a/b/g) supported by its interface. When a node that is already part of the ad hoc network correctly receives a NEIGHBOUR_REQ message, it discovers the physical address of the node N and it can unicast a NEIGHBOUR_REPLY message to node N. From the received NEIGHBOUR_REPLY messages, node N can build a list of available DHCP relay agents, and it will select one of them according to some heuristic (e.g. the one with the best signal quality, or the last one to reply). In the example shown in Fig. 4 , node N has selected node H2 as its proxy DHCP relay agent. Node H2 is informed about this choice through a CONF_REQ message. Node H2 acknowledges the correct reception of this request sending a CONF_ACK message to node N. After that, node H2 activates its proxy DHCP relay agent, which initiates the process of address assignment on behalf of node N using the standard DHCP protocol. Note that node H2 can contact the DHCP servers located in the wired LAN using unicast DHCP control messages, because node H2 is already part of the ad hoc component. The DCHP messages generated by node H2 are routed through one of the gateways according to the mechanisms that will be described in the following sections. The DHCP server receiving the request, will answer to the DHCP relay agent with a DHCP_ACK, containing the IP configuration parameters for the new node N. The configuration process is concluded when the DHCP relay forwards the DHCP_ACK message to the initial node N, which can now join the network. After joining the ad hoc component, node N may also turn itself into a DHCP relay agent for the DHCP server from which it received the IP configuration parameters, in order to support the configuration process of new mobile nodes. Finally, it is worth noting that our scheme does not need any initialization procedure because the gateways are directly connected to the wired LAN and can broadcast a DHCP_DISCOVER message to locate available servers. Hence, the first mobile node to enter the ad hoc network may find at least one gateway capable of initiating the illustrated configuration process.
A limitation of the proposed autoconfiguration protocol is that the wired LAN should be permanently reachable by the ad hoc nodes in order to permit renewing the address lease with the DHCP servers. However, in the considered network scenario this limitation may not be considered problematic because it is reasonable to assume that the network is not highly dynamic. In fact, we envision the extended LAN will be used mostly as a flexible and cost-effective extension of the fixed networking infrastructure in enterprise buildings or campus facilities. In these contexts, users are semi-static or nomadic and are interested in having a continuous access to Internet and its centralized services (e.g. web browsing, access to centralized data repository, etc.).
Interconnecting ad hoc nodes to the fixed Internet
The basic assumptions of our architecture are the following: (i) a proactive ad hoc routing protocol is used in the ad hoc components. This implies that ad hoc nodes' routing tables are populated with entries specifying the next-hop neighbour to forward a message to any other ad hoc node in the extended LAN; and (ii) all the hosts in the extended LAN share the same IPv4 network prefix. As previously introduced, the key mechanisms we propose to interconnect the ad hoc components (Fig. 3) to the wired LAN and the external Internet rely on the use of network-specific routes and some extended functionalities of the ARP protocol. For clarity, in the following we separately describe how communications are established and maintained between ad hoc nodes and hosts in the wired LAN (i.e. Intranet communications) or hosts in the external Internet (i.e. communications routed through the default router R shown in Fig. 3 ). However, before describing the proposed mechanism it is useful to give a short description of the ARP and OLSR protocols, whose functionalities will be extensively exploited in our proposal.
Overview of the ARP protocol
IP-based applications identify a destination host using its IP address. On the other hand, on a physical network individual hosts are known only by their physical address, i.e. the MAC address. The ARP protocol [3] is used to translate, inside a physical network, an IP address into the related MAC address. More precisely, the ARP protocol broadcasts the ARP_REQUEST message to all the hosts attached to the same physical network. This packet contains the destination's IP address the sender is interested in communicating with. The target host, recognizing that the IP address in the packet matches its own, returns its MAC address to the requester using an unicast APR_REPLY message. To avoid continuous requests, the hosts keep a cache of ARP responses.
In addition to these basic functionalities, the ARP protocol has been enhanced with more advanced features. In particular, in [37] it has been proposed that the proxy ARP mechanism makes it possible to construct local subnets. Basically, the proxy ARP technique allows one host to answer the ARP requests intended for another host. This mechanism is particularly useful when a router connects two different physical networks, say NetA and NetB, belonging to the same IP subnet. By enabling the proxy ARP on the router's interface attached to NetB, any host A in NetA sending an ARP request for a host B in NetB, will receive as response the router's MAC address. Hence, when host A sends IP packets for host B, they arrive to the router, which will forward such packets to host B.
Overview of the OLSR routing protocol
The OLSR protocol [4] is an optimization of the classical linkstate algorithm tailored to mobile ad hoc networks. More precisely, being a proactive routing protocol, OLSR periodically floods the network with route information, so that each node can locally build a routing table containing the complete information of routes to all the nodes in the ad hoc network running on their interfaces the OLSR protocol. The OLSR routing algorithm employs an efficient dissemination of the network topology information by selecting special nodes, the multipoint relays (MPRs), to forward broadcast messages during the flooding process. More precisely, each node independently selects its MPR among its one-hop neighbours such as to ensure that all its two-hop neighbours receive the broadcast messages retransmitted by these selected relays. The link state reports, which are generated periodically by MPRs, are called TOPOLOGY CONTROL (TC) messages. These TC messages are flooded to all the nodes in the network, but only the MPRs are allowed to forward the control messages received from other nodes, in order to reduce the number of retransmissions needed to cover the entire network.
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neighbours known to the node and their link status. Thus, HELLO messages allow each node to discover its one-hop and two-hop neighbours, which are required during the MPR selection procedure. The neighbourhood information and the topology information are updated periodically, and they enable each node to locally compute the least-cost routes to any possible destination in the ad hoc network, using the Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm. This routing table is recomputed whenever there is a change in either the neighbourhood information or the topology information. In order to enable the injection of external routing information into the ad hoc network, the OLSR protocol defines the HOST AND NETWORK ASSOCIATION (HNA) message. The HNA message binds a set of network prefixes to the IP address of the node attached to the external networks, i.e. the gateway node. Consequently, each ad hoc node is informed about the network address and netmask of the network that is reachable through each gateway. In other words, the OLSR protocol exploits the mechanism of default routes to advertise Internet connectivity. For instance, a gateway that advertises the conventional default route 0.0.0.0/0, will receive each packet destined to IP addresses without a known route on the local ad hoc network.
Intranet connectivity
As discussed in Section 2, the main problem to solve and support the Intranet connectivity is to guarantee that each ad hoc node can identify whether the destination node is within the ad hoc part or the wired part of the network, and vice versa. To explain how our scheme addresses this issue let us initially analyse the case of an ad hoc node N that is to required communicate with a wired host H. To perform its routing decisions, normally node N has three types of routing information in its routing table. First, the node N's routing table contains host-specific entries to reach any other ad hoc node, which are inserted by the proactive ad hoc routing protocol. Second, there is an entry that is automatically inserted by the TCP/IP protocol stack at the network boot, which provides the local reachability on its wireless interface. Namely, since the node N's IP address belongs to the IP subnet identified by the IPS/L network/mask pair, then N's routing table contains a generic entry that indicates that all the IP addresses matching this network prefix may be directly reached through the wireless interface if a more precise routing entry is not known. Finally, node N's routing table contains the generic routing entry 0.0.0.0/0, which is the default route advertised by the gateways. When the ad hoc node N wants to send a packet addressed to a wired node H, node N checks its routing table. Since node N does not have a host-specific routing entry for node H's IP address, it believes that node H is directly reachable on its wireless interface, and it will issue an ARP_REQUEST message targeting node H's physical address. This ARP_REQUEST fails because node H is not directly reachable on node N's wireless interface. To solve this inconsistency, node N needs a specific mechanism to discover that node H can be reached only through a gateway, although it shares with node N the same network prefix. To this end, we exploit the properties of the longest-matching rules used by the standard IP routing. Specifically, we configure the gateways such as to advertise two additional and more precise network specific routes, which announce the reachability of the wired LAN through the gateways' wired interfaces. These network-specific routes are addressing the fIP S Low /(L þ 1) and fIP S High g/(L þ 1) subnetworks, i.e. the two disjoint IP subnets whose union is equal to IP S /L 4 . The use of these additional network-specific routes, which are more precise than the route providing local reachability to IPS/L, ensures that each ad hoc node will forward the traffic to its closest gateway to communicate with any host on the local wired LAN.
The use of the two network-specific routes previously specified is a simple but effective way to guarantee correct routing of egress traffic from the ad hoc components. However, they may cause an inconsistent behaviour in the gateways. In fact, each gateway can directly communicate with a wired host H through its wired interface. On the other hand, each gateway also receives HNA messages sent by other gateways, setting up the additional routing entries advertized in these messages. Hence, when a gateway wants to send packets to a wired host on the local wired LAN (e.g. node H), the routing table lookup will choose one of the routing entries targeting the fIP S Low g/(L þ 1) and fIP S High g/(L þ 1) subnets, instead of the entry indicating the local reachability of the host H on the gateway's wired interface. The effect is that the IP packet will loop among the gateways until the TTL expires, without reaching the correct destination H. To resolve this problem we again exploit the properties of the longest-matching rules used by the standard IP routing. Specifically, each gateway automatically configures two additional routing entries bound to its wired interface. These two additional entries have the same network/mask as the ones announced in the HNA messages (i.e. fIP S Low g/(L þ 1) and fIP S High g/(L þ 1)), but with lower metric. Hence, when a gateway wants to communicate with a host in the wired LAN, it will always give preference to its wired interface.
Let us now consider the reverse direction, i.e. a wired host H that wants to communicate with an ad hoc node N. Since node H is running standard IP routing, normally its routing table will have only two types of routing entries. First, there is an entry that is automatically inserted by the TCP/IP protocol stack at the network boot, which provides the local reachability on its wired interface. Second, there is a generic entry related to the default router (node R in Fig. 3 ) and used to forward the packets addressing external IP subnets.
Hence, node H has no sufficient routing information to decide whether the destination is in the ad hoc or wired part of the network. As stated previously our objective is to design a solution that does not require modifications of routing behaviours in the preexisting wired part of the network. To achieve this goal, we implemented in each gateway an enhanced proxy ARP server that masquerades the IP addresses of all the ad hoc nodes reachable through the gateway's wireless interface. When node H wants to communicate with node N, it issues a conventional ARP_REQUEST message targeting node N's physical address because host H believes that node N is locally reachable on its wired interface. When a gateway receives this ARP_REQUEST searching for an IP address that is reachable through its wireless interface, the gateway publishes its MAC address. As a consequence, that gateway intercepts all the packets sent by node H to node N. The intercepted traffic is then forwarded to the designated destination inside the ad hoc network using the ad hoc routing protocol.
The proxy ARP mechanism we have designed differs from the standard proxy ARP functionality defined in the RFC 1027 [37] , because it is capable of adapting to the topology changes. More specifically, each proxy ARP server will proactively check the gateway's routing table to publish on the gateway's wired interface only the IP addresses related to host-specific routing entries bounded to the gateway's wireless interface (this condition ensures that the gateway is the closest one to the ad hoc node). When there is a change in the routing table due to node mobility, the proxy ARP reactively updates the list of IP addresses published on the gateway's wired interface. This ensures a transparent hand-off between different gateways, as explained in detail in Section 4.2.5. Finally, it is worth pointing out that there are no inter-dependencies between the OLSR protocol and the proxy ARP servers running on the gateways. In fact, the OLSR protocol maintains the gateway's routing table, which is independently read by the local proxy ARP server to build its list of masqueraded IP addresses. Legacy operations of both OLSR and ARP protocols are not affected by the proxy ARP server actions.
The last aspect that needs to be discussed is the existence of some network configurations where asymmetric routing may occur, i.e. the forward path is different from the return path. Let us consider the case in which node N discovers two gateways, say GW1 and GW2, which are at the same distance (in terms of hops) from node N. In this situation, the OLSR routing algorithm will randomly select one of these gateways as default gateway for node N. However, both gateways are allowed to send ARP replies for ARP requests issued by the wired node H for the ad hoc node N's IP address. In this case, the wired node H will update its ARP table using the information delivered in the last received ARP_REPLY. Let us assume that GW1 is the default gateway for node N, but GW2 has sent the last ARP reply to node H. In this case, node H sends the traffic destined to node N to GW2, which routes it to node N. On the other hand, node N sends packets destined to node H to GW1, which forwards them to node H. It is important to note that asymmetric paths are not necessarily by themselves a problem. Indeed, both node N and node H correctly receive and send their packets. In addition, the asymmetric routing occurs only in symmetric topologies. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that in this local environment both paths are characterized by similar delays.
Internet connectivity
Providing Internet connectivity for the ad hoc nodes is now intuitive since Internet connectivity can be considered as a special case of the Intranet connectivity explained above. The only additional requirement is that the gateways know the default router's IP address. However, the default router for the LAN is one of the IP configuration parameters that are provided in the DHCP_ACK messages used to configure both wired hosts and ad hoc nodes. Thus, when an ad hoc node wants to send a packet addressing external IP subnets, it will simply forward the packet to the gateway. Then, the gateway will deliver the packet to the default router using the same mechanisms adopted to communicate with any wired host in the LAN. Similarly, the incoming traffic received from the Internet and targeting the IP address of an ad hoc node, will be forwarded by the default router to the gateway that operates the proxy ARP for that IP address. Note that assuming a single public address space for the extended LAN permits a global reachability of the ad hoc nodes from nodes located in the external Internet, avoiding the difficulties typical of NAT-based solutions.
Support for gateway hand-offs
In general, solutions to support Internet connectivity for ad hoc networks using default routes may experience transport-layer session breaks when the default routes change, depending on the network dynamics. To avoid transport-layer session breaks, in [24] it was proposed to replace default routes with explicit tunnelling between the mobile nodes and the gateways. However, this significantly complicates the implementation and introduces relevant overheads as shown in our experiments (see Section 5). On the contrary, in our architecture the mobility is supported in a transparent way for the higher protocol layers. In fact, when an ad hoc node moves and gets closer to a different gateway, there is only a change in the ARP caches of the session endpoint located in the wired LAN, which does not cause the break of active transport sessions. To better clarify the actions occurring during an hand-off, let us consider an ad hoc node N with a TCP connection open with a wired node H, and using gateway GW1 as a default route to reach the wired LAN. This implies that the node H's ARP cache contains a mapping between the node N's IP address and the gateway GW1's MAC address. When node N moves and gets closer to a different gateway GW2 it updates its routing table and uses GW2 as a new default gateway to reach the Page 12 of 22 ANCILLOTTI et al.
wired LAN. Simultaneously, GW2's routing table also changes because the next hop for node N switches from GW2's wired interface to GW2's wireless interface. As a consequence, the proxy ARP running on GW2 inserts node N's IP address in the list of IP addresses the gateway GW2 publishes. In addition, it generates a GRATUITOUS ARP on the GW2's wired interface for node N's IP address. This GRATUITOUS ARP updates the ARP tables in all the wired hosts that have a stale ARP entry for the node N's IP address, which was mapped with the MAC address of GW1's wired interface. After this update the traffic destined to and/or originated from node N is correctly routed only through gateway GW2.
IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To validate the correctness of the proposed mechanisms and to evaluate the system performance, we have deployed a small-scale test-bed with two gateways and five nodes operating in static or quasi-static configurations. In this test-bed we have prototyped the core functionalities of our architecture.
In particular, we have developed the software components described in Section 4.2 to support the inter-networking with the fixed Internet, while we have left to work out in future the implementation and testing of the address autoconfiguration scheme described in Section 4.1. In our test-bed we have also implemented the well-consolidated solution described in [5] to integrate NAT gateways with MANETs running OLSR routing protocol. Comparative tests have been conducted both in static and low-mobility configurations.
Regarding the system hardware configuration, our testbed consists of seven IBM R-50 laptops with Intel Pro-Wireless 2200 as integrated wireless card. All nodes use a Linux 2.6.12 kernel and run the OLSR_Unik implementation in version 0.4.7, which is fully compliant with the RFC 3626 and also implements additional modules to support explicit tunnelling between ad hoc nodes and gateways. The ad hoc nodes are connected through IEEE 802.11 b wireless links, transmitting at a maximum fixed rate of 11 Mbps. To generate asymptotic TCP traffic we used the iperf tool (http://dast.nlanr. net/Projects/Iperf/), while the saturated UDP traffic was generated with the MGEN tool. (http://cs.itd.nrl.navy.mil/work/ mgen/) Different from other studies [5, 21] , in which the network topology was only emulated using the IP-tables feature of Linux, our experiments were conducted in realistic scenarios, with hosts located at the ground floor of the CNR building in Pisa. All the numerical results shown in the following are the average of five trials, each trial consisting of 5-min bulk TCP or UDP transfer.
Path life characteristics
A preliminary set of experiments was conducted to gather a better understanding of the OLSR behaviour, and the performance trade-offs between protocol overheads and responsiveness to network dynamics. The results of these tests are fundamental to isolate performance limitations depending on routing inefficiencies from the overheads introduced by the interconnection between the MANET and the fixed Internet. For these reasons, in the following we analyse how the OLSR parameters' setting influences the network performance and the path life in particular. The path life, whose formal definition will be introduced later in this section, is a measure of the routing protocol ability to maintain reliable and up-to-date topological information. Ideally, the routing protocol should be able to promptly react to link failures caused by radio link problems and node mobility, such as to eventually find alternative optimal routes. To this end, the OLSR routing protocol defines a set of procedures to monitor the link quality and to identify link and route changes, such as link sensing, neighbour detection and topology discovery. It is intuitive to note that the efficiency of these mechanisms has a significant influence on the route stability, the maintenance of end-to-end connectivity and the prompt reaction to topology modifications. Therefore, initially we investigated more in depth the impact of the routing protocol parameters on the performance of ad hoc networks, such as to identify an 'optimal' parameter setting to be used during the tests on the Internet access performance.
First of all, we can notice that the OLSR protocol periodically generates routing control packets in order to refresh the topology information. The behaviours of the various OLSR procedures are therefore regulated by a set of parameters that establish the timing for the OLSR operations. The default constant values for these parameters are defined in the OLSR RFC [4] . More precisely, each node generates, with a period equal to HELLO_Interval, HELLO messages to perform link sensing. The information provided in HELLO messages is considered valid for a NEIGHB_HOLD_TIME. Furthermore, periodic link reports, the TC messages, are generated by the MPRs. The validity time for TC message information is the TOP_HOLD_TIME, while the repetition period is the TC_Interval. Finally, each gateway, being connected to external networks, generates HNA messages, providing information on the reachability of non-OLSR networks. By analogy with previous parameters, HNA_HOLD_TIME and HNA_Interval are the validity time and repetition period of HNA messages, respectively. It is intuitive to observe that we may enhance the routing reactivity to topological changes by reducing the maximum time interval between periodic control message transmissions. However, the effect of using different parameter settings from the default ones has not been clearly quantified in the literature.
An additional feature of the OLSR protocol, which may impact the end-to-end connectivity characteristics, is the link hysteresis process [4] . The link hysteresis is a procedure designed to make the link sensing more robust against bursty losses or transient connectivity between nodes.
More precisely, the OLSR protocol computes for each link between a node and its neighbours a value, called link_quality, which measures the reliability of that link. A link is considered 'bad' if it allows HELLO messages to pass through it sometimes but not very often. An established link, i.e. a symmetric and reliable link, is considered pending and not usable or communications when its link quality goes below a fixed threshold, known as HYST_THRESHOLD_LOW. Note that a pending link is not considered broken because the link properties are still updated for each received HELLO message. On the contrary, a link is considered as lost when its validity time expires. In this case, the link is purged from the neighbourhood list. On the other hand, a pending link is promoted to the established status only when its link_quality goes above a fixed threshold known as HYST_THRESHOLD_UP. It is quite obvious that it should be HYST_THRESHOLD_UP HYST_THRESHOLD_LOW. Figure 5 illustrates the link hysteresis behaviour. The diagram points out that when HYST_THRESHOLD_LOW , link_quality , HYST_THRE-SHOLD_UP the link status remains unchanged.
A key implementation requirement for the link hysteresis is the availability of an appropriate measure of the link_quality. If some measure of the signal/noise level on a received message is available (e.g. as a link layer notification), then it can be used as an estimation of the link_quality index (after being normalized to the range [0,1]). The OLSR specification [4] describes an alternative algorithm to estimate the link_qu-ality, which does not require the use of link-layer information. This algorithm monitors the number of lost OLSR messages, Then, the exponentially smoothed moving average of the OLSR-packet transmission success rate is adopted as a measure of the link_quality. Formally, every time an OLSR message is correctly received link_quality ¼ (12 HYST_SCALING) . link_quality þ HYST_SCALING, where the HYST_SCALING value is the smoothing factor of the estimator, which is a number fixed between 0 and 1. When an OLSR message is lost, the instability rule [4] is applied, that is link_quality ¼ (12HYST_SCALING) . link_quality. Note that the status of a new discovered link is initially set pending and its link_quality value is fixed to HYST_SCALING.
The behaviour of the hysteresis strategy is clearly determined by the specific setting of the algorithm parameters, and in particular by the memory size of the link_quality estimator and the threshold values. The OLSR specification suggests as default configuration HYST_THRESHOLD_ LOW ¼ 0.3 and HYST_THRESHOLD_UP ¼ 0.8, and it adopts HYST_SCALING ¼ 0.5 as scaling factor. According to these values, even a perfect link (i.e. a link with link_quality ¼ 1) will be purged from the routing tables when two consecutive OLSR control packets are lost. We argue that the standard setting of the hysteresis parameters introduces a critical instability in the routing tables, because it is not infrequent to loose broadcast packets (as the OLSR packets are) when the channel is overloaded.
To validate our intuitions and to investigate the influence of the duration of repetition periods on the path life characteristics, we performed a set of experiments considering various OLSR parameter settings. The network layout we used in our tests is depicted in Fig. 6 . It is a chain topology consisting of five wireless links. The distances between the ad hoc nodes are set up in such a way to form a 5-hop chain topology with non-volatile wireless links. Node GW is the gateway node attached to the wired LAN. Although derived in a specific network scenario, we believe that our findings are applicable in generic situations because the chain topology is one of the most critical network scenarios for the OLSR protocol, which has been designed particularly for large and dense networks.
We tested the effect of using four different OLSR configurations, which are listed in Table 1 . Our goal was to validate our intuitions on the over-pessimistic behaviour of the hysteresys process (the set1 configuration uses default OLSR parameters as in the std configuration, but the link hysteresys is disabled). In addition, we wanted to quantify the impact of reducing the time interval for periodic control message transmissions, and to evaluate the trade-off between improved protocol reactivity and increased protocol overheads. Thus, in set2 and set3 configurations all the repetition intervals are twice and four times shorter than the default ones, respectively. Note that the validity times have not been changed from the default values indicated in [4] . As reference scenario we consider a network without data traffic, where the OLSR protocol is running using a default setting (hereafter indicated as std * configuration).Due to space limits, in the following figures we show the experimental results related to a 3-hop TCP connection activated from node MN3 to node GW but similar results were also obtained for different path lengths.
The first performance index we measured during the tests was the OLSR overhead, defined as the average amount of OLSR traffic generated per unit time by each node (expressed in terms of base pairs). As Fig. 7 illustrates, the routing protocol overheads increase by reducing the generation periods of control traffic. It is evident that by halving the repetition period of OLSR messages we almost double the total routing overhead. However, the total overhead is negligible because it is always lower than 2 kbps. From the shown results, we notice that some nodes (i.e. MN1 and MN2) generate more control traffic than others. This is due to the fact that in the OLSR protocol only the MPRs generate link state reports, and in our experiments nodes MN1 and MN2 act as MPRs for the other nodes. Node MN3 generates the least OLSR control traffic because it is the end-point of the chain and it sends only HELLO messages. Node GW produces more routing traffic than node MN3 because it is the gateway node and it also sends HNA messages. On the other hand, it is less intuitive to explain why there is a slight reduction of protocol overheads when activating the TCP connection (std configuration) with respect to a network without data traffic (the std * configuration). To provide clear reasons for this phenomenon, we should consider that each HELLO message contains the list of sending node's single-hop and two-hop neighbours, while each TC message contains the list of all the network links. Hence, the TC and HELLO message sizes depend on the number of links each node discovers. As we will better explain later, using the std configuration instead of the std * increases the number of link timeouts suffered from the OLSR routing. Consequently, in the std case the routing messages deliver less topological information than in the std * case. This explains the reduction in the generated overheads. Figure 7 shows the amount of control messages produced by the routing protocol. However, not all the sent messages will be correctly received by the nodes' neighbours due to collisions, radio problems, and so on. Therefore, to understand the routing behaviours it is fundamental to evaluate the loss probability. In particular, we measured the loss probability of routing traffic in terms of the percentage of OLSR control messages that a node has sent but that its neighbours have not received. Figure 8 shows the average loss probability for OLSR traffic experienced by each node in the network. From the experimental results we observe that in the presence of heavy-loaded traffic the loss probability can be up to 20%.
To explain these values we should note that the OLSR control traffic is encapsulated into UDP packets that are sent as broadcast frames. It is well recognized that the transmission of broadcast packets is unreliable on wireless channel. However, if we consider the std * case, the loss probability is very small and always lower than 2%. It is safe to assume that this low number of losses is mainly due to channel noise and the lack of layer-2 retransmissions for broadcast frames. On the other hand, as soon as we introduce data traffic in the network the loss probability of OLSR packets experiences an upsurge. This can be explained by considering the increase of the collision probability in a heavy loaded network. While the MAC layer retransmit unicast frames to recover from congestion situations, broadcast frames are vulnerable to the collision events. Thus, the presence of data traffic inevitably degrades the performance of the OLSR routing protocol and its ability to efficiently distribute topology updates in case of radio problems or node mobility. Note that the loss probability of OLSR messages measured on node MN2 is higher than the loss probability measured on node MN1. By inspecting the experiment traces we discovered that this difference was due to the fact that link between node MN3 and MN2 was less reliable than the link between node MN2 and MN1. As a consequence the OLSR messages, which are not protected by layer-2 retransmissions, sent by node MN3 to node MN2 were more frequently subjected to channel losses than the ones sent by node MN2 to node MN1.
To quantify the degradation of the routing protocol performance we introduce the concept of path life. More precisely, this index measures the portion of time during which the source has a valid route to its intended destination. Figure 9 shows the path life of the route between node MN3 and node GW. When the OLSR routing is running without the interference of data traffic, the default parameter setting provides a 99% path life. However, the presence of unicast traffic generated by a single persistent TCP connection reduces the routing protocol reliability to 80%. The OLSR messages are generated by increasing the frequency. We rapidly counter-balance the negative impact of unicast traffic and channel noise on broadcast routing messages. From the experimental results, we observe that there is no gain in reducing more than four times the repetition intervals because the set3 configuration is sufficient to ensure a 100% path life between MN3 and GW nodes in static configurations.
We have replicated the same tests substituting the TCP traffic with asymptotic constant-bit-rate (CBR) UDP traffic. Our goal was to distinguish between the influence, if any, of flow-controlled elastic traffic (TCP) and unresponsive inelastic traffic (UDP) on the OLSR routing performance. From the experimental results we observe similar trends but with a general decrease of routing performance.
In particular, Fig. 10 illustrates the loss probability experienced by each node in the network in the same configurations used during the TCP case. From the experimental results we can notice that the loss probabilities are higher for the central nodes when using UDP traffic instead of TCP traffic, with an increase from a maximum loss probability of 20% to 35%. To explain this increase in the loss probability we can observe that CBR traffic does not regulate its sending rate to limit network congestion. Thus, even when the routing protocol suffers a link failure, the UDP flow continues to generate packets at the same rate. On the contrary, TCP traffic reduces its sending rate when node MN3 looses its route to node GW. This is beneficial for the routing control packets, which have more chances to be correctly received.
It is intuitive to note that this further reduction in the percentage of OLSR control packets that are successfully distributed to neighbours, will negatively impact the ability of the routing protocol to maintain a stable and reliable end-to-end connectivity. To validate our observations, in Fig. 11 we report the path life of the route between node MN3 and node GW when an asymptotic CBR UDP flow is delivering UDP traffic from node MN3 towards 30 node GW, saturating the wireless links. Concerning the std configuration there is a decrease from 80% to 35% of path life changing TCP with FIGURE 10: loss probability of OLSR control traffic (UDP case) UDP, while for the set1 configuration the decrease is from 95% to 65%. It is necessary to employ at least the set2 configuration to observe reliable routing behaviours. To summarize our findings, in Fig. 12 we compare the TCP and UDP throughput for the various parameter settings considered in the experiments. First, we can note that the UDP throughput is always greater than the TCP throughput. This is obviously due to the additional overheads introduced by the TCP return traffic, which consists of TCP ACK packets. It is also straightforward to note that the improvement in the path life stability leads to a corresponding increase in the throughput performance. However, there is no additional gain by further increasing the repetition frequency of OLSR messages beyond the set3 configurations because the throughput curves flatten out. A further observation derived from the shown results relates to the different behaviour of TCP and UDP traffic due to the use of flow-control mechanisms in TCP flows. In particular, UDP flows utilize the channel resources in proportion to the path life. For this reason, when the path life is 35% (std setting) the UDP throughput is about 35% of the throughput obtained when path life is 100% (set3 setting). On the contrary, TCP behaviour is complicated by the use of flow-control that reduces the TCP sending rate when there is a packet loss. As a consequence, when path life is 80% (std setting) the TCP connections experience losses and the maximum retransmission timeout increases up to 16 s. This indicates that long time intervals separate consecutive retransmissions when the end-to-end connectivity is broken. Hence, even if the path is reestablished by the routing protocol the TCP flow may not be aware of this because it has to wait for the retransmission timer expiration before retransmitting the last sent segment. Note that the increase of path life from 80% to 95% (set1 setting) reduces the maximum TCP retransmission timeouts to 4.5 s. This implies that TCP connections can utilize, more efficiently, the available path without introducing useless delays between retransmissions. Finally, using the set3 parameter setting the route instability is almost null and the maximum TCP retransmission timeout is negligible (less than 0.3 s).
If not otherwise stated, in the subsequent sections, in which we compare the efficiency of our proposed solution for interconnecting ad hoc networks to fixed Internet with respect to the NAT-based solution defined in [5] , we will configure the OLSR protocol using the set3 parameter setting.
Performance constraints of Internet access
To measure the performance limits of Internet access we conducted experiments in the network layout depicted in Fig. 6 . However, different from the tests performed in Section 5.1, the final destination of the data traffic is not the GW node, but a server located in the wired part of the extended LAN. Our goal is to verify that our scheme introduces less overhead than a NAT-based scheme using explicit tunnelling between ad hoc nodes and gateways. The network performances are measured in terms of the throughput obtained by TCP and UDP traffic. The differences between the per-connection throughput measured using our proposed scheme and the NAT-based solution specified in [5] are used to quantify the protocol overheads.
The first set of experiments is aimed at evaluating the impact on the per-connection throughput of the number of wireless links traversed in the ad hoc domain before reaching the gateway. In these tests the IP packet size is constant and equal to 1500 bytes. Figure 13 compares the average throughput of a single TCP flow measured using our scheme (indicated with the label 'ARP-based' in the plots) or the one proposed in [5] (indicated with the label 'NAT-based' in the plots) versus the number of wireless hops needed to reach the gateway. Figure 14 reports the results obtained in similar configurations considering UDP flows. The parenthesis Several useful considerations can be drawn from the results shown. First, our scheme guarantees a higher per-connection throughout in all the considered network scenarios. This can be easily explained by noting that in the NAT-based scheme, the IP tunnel established between the sender node and the gateway uses IP-in-IP encapsulation. The additional IP header (20 bytes) can appear to be a small overhead when compared with the overall packet size. In fact, on a one-hop connection the throughput degradations are less than 2%. However, this overhead is replicated on all the links traversed by the packets. Hence, the more hops needed to reach the gateway, the higher is the throughput decrease. In fact, for a 5-hop connection the throughput measured in the NAT-based case is about 7% less than in the ARP-based scheme. Another interesting observation derived from the results shown is that in both schemes the UDP throughput decrease is almost proportional to the number of hops (i.e. the throughput of a n-hop UDP flow is about n times lower than the throughput of a one-hop UDP flow), while for the TCP flows the throughput reduction is greater. This is due to the self-interference between the TCP data packets and the return TCP acknowledgements, which are small packets reducing the channel capacity. It is worth pointing out that our experiments were conducted at the ground floor of the CNR building, where no access points were installed. However, it is still possible that the experimental measures would be affected by external interferences (e.g. access points located at higher floors of CNR building or nearby buildings, employees walking in the corridors, etc.). Hence, to guarantee homogenous channel conditions between experiments, we interleaved ARP-based tests with NAT-based tests.
In the previous experiments we considered an IP packet size equal to 1500 bytes, and we measure the maximum throughput achievable in each network configuration. However, it is widely recognized that in typical Internet traffic, the IP payload size is often smaller than the Ethernet maximum transmission unit [38] . It is intuitive to note that the overheads introduced by the IP-in-IP encapsulation needed to establish a tunnel between the sender node and the gateway degrades the throughput performance when the packet size decreases. To quantify this throughput reduction we conducted a second set of experiments measuring the throughput obtained by a 3-hop TCP and UDP connection versus the IP packet size, and we compared the results obtained with the ARP-based scheme and the NAT-based scheme. Figure 15 shows the throughput measured for a 3-hop TCP flow, while Fig. 16 shows the results in the UDP case. The results shown clearly indicate that the additional IP header added to the original packet is a significant overhead for small IP packets. For instance, when the IP packet size is 296 bytes, the throughput obtained using the NAT-based scheme is about 25% lower than the one measured in our scheme. 
Performance constraints with gateway hand-offs
To test the efficiency of gateway hand-offs in a multi-homed network configuration we considered the network layout illustrated in Fig. 17 . Specifically, we studied the system performance in low mobility/semi-static configurations, in which a single node roams between multiple gateways. Although the considered network scenario is not representative of high mobility conditions it is a typical example of multihomed network configurations because in the same ad hoc cloud the mobile node can reach two different gateways. A similar network configuration was also considered in [5] . The mobility test begins with the mobile node MN4 in position P1, where it is in radio visibility of gateway GW1. During the test, node MN4 has a TCP (or UDP) flow established with a host H in the wired LAN. Using the NAT-based scheme, when node MN4 is in position P1 it establishes a tunnel with gateway GW1, and this tunnel is permanently maintained throughout the experiment, independent of the MN4's position. On the contrary, using the ARP-based scheme, when node MN4 is in position P1 it sets up a default route to GW1 to reach the external fixed network, but the default gateway may change according to node mobility pattern. After 50 s it moves to position P2. The time required to move from one position to the next one is always 10 s. On location P2, node MN4 reaches the gateway GW1 through MN1, i.e. using a 2-hop wireless path. After other 50 s node MN4 moves to position P3. In this location gateway GW2 is two hops away, whereas gateway GW1 is three, hops away. Consequently, using our scheme, node MN4 switches to gateway GW2 to forward traffic addressing wired hosts. Moreover, the new default gateway GW2 begins to act as proxy ARP for the mobile node. On the contrary, using the NAT-based scheme, node MN4 continues to use gateway GW1, which is at a distance of three hops from node MN4. Finally, after other 50 s, host MN4 moves to position P4, where it is in radio visibility of GW2. However, the NAT-based technique forces node MN4 to tunnel its traffic towards gateway GW1 that is 3-hop away. Then, this movement pattern is repeated on the way back to position P1. Figure 18 shows the throughput obtained by node MN4 in case of TCP traffic, while Fig. 19 shows the throughput obtained by node MN4 in case of UDP traffic. The experimental results confirm that both our scheme and the NATbased solution may avoid a permanent TCP (or UDP) session break when the sender moves slowly. However, in our scheme this is achieved by supporting a transparent hand-off between the gateways GW1 and GW2, which does not require node MN4's address reconfiguration. On the contrary, the NAT-based solution described in [5] achieves this result by ensuring that the packets sent by node MN4 are always forwarded through gateway GW1, independent of the node MN4's position. In a particular network scenario we tested, this may be inefficient, because in position P3 and P4, node MN4 is closer to gateway GW2 than to gateway GW1 and it could use a shorter route to reach the wired LAN. For instance, in position P4 node MN4, using the NAT-based scheme, obtains a throughput that is three times lower than the one measured using our proposed solution.
Another interesting observation that can be derived from the experimental results regards the duration of the temporary connection breaks that may be caused by node movements and gateway handoffs. In particular, Figs 18 and 19 show that a TCP or UDP connection may be temporarily unable to successfully deliver packets for intervals close to 15 s when there is a change in the node MN4's routing table. The analysis of the causes of these throughput holes is quite complex because there is the interplay of different factors. Clearly, a fundamental role is played by the OLSR routing. For instance, let us consider the movement of node MN4 from position P1 to position P2. In this case, node MN4 continues to use gateway GW1 to reach the wired LAN, but now the gateway can be reached only through the node MN1. The routing protocol may quickly discover that the gateway GW1 is now reachable using a 2-hop route, but it will not immediately invalidate the old 1-hop route to GW1. In fact, node MN4 continues to consider valid and usable the shorter 1-hop route to GW1 until the validity time of the direct link to GW1 does not expire (the link timeout is 6 s by default [4] ). After this timer expiration, node MN4 has to rebuild its routing table, and this may require a few seconds. On the contrary, when node MN4 moves from position P2 to position P1 we do not observe a temporary loss of connectivity. This can be explained by noting that, after this movement node MN4 gets closer to gateway GW1 (from two hops to one hop). According to the OLSR routing algorithm, when a shorter route is discovered, the routing table is immediately updated and recomputed. Similar reasoning can be used to explain routing behaviour during node MN4's movements between the other positions. Note that in our scheme the movement from position P2 to position P3 induces the change of default gateway for node MN4, while in the NAT-based scheme it causes the use of a 3-hop route instead of a 2-hop route to reach gateway GW1.
A second factor that affects the duration of throughput holes is the TCP flow control. In fact, when there is a link breakage, a TCP flow may suffer packet losses, increasing the retransmission timeouts. Hence, the delay introduced between two consecutive TCP retransmissions contributes to increase the interval during which no packets are sent on the channel. In other words, the correct route may be available but the TCP flow does not send packets because it is waiting for the expiration of the retransmission timer. Finally, a third aspect that influences the duration of throughput holes is the queuing delay. In fact, when there is a route change, the mobile node has to issue a new ARP_REQUEST to determine the mapping between the IP address and the physical address of the new neighbour. However, in case of asymptotic UDP traffic a large number of packets may be queued in the interface transmission buffer and the transmission of the ARP message may experience significant delays.
Lessons learned from the test-bed
Several lessons can be learned from the experiences gathered during the test-bed implementation and the analysis of experimental results. Our first observation refers to the trade-offs related to the use of IP tunnels within multi-hop ad hoc environments. This technique is adopted in many existing solutions for enabling interconnection between MANETs and the Internet. In fact, the use of IP tunnels is beneficial to provide transparent support of multi-homing and gateway hand-offs. On the other hand, IP tunnelling introduces evident inefficiencies in multi-hop environments because it impedes the use of the shortest paths available to reach the external networks. In multi-hop environments this may lead to significant throughput degradations.
Another relevant practical aspect that should be considered when comparing different solutions for enabling interconnectivity between Internet and multi-homed MANETs is the type of protocol overheads needed to support gateway hand-offs. In particular, existing solutions usually require the address reconfiguration when the mobile node changes the default gateway. This address reconfiguration requires time and may contribute to increase the duration of temporary session breaks. Mobile-IP based solutions clearly introduce higher overheads than NAT-based solutions because, upon moving, the mobile node should register the new care of-address with its home agent that may be far from the MANET. To reduce this heavy burden, the solution proposed in [21] introduces micromobility techniques. Our scheme does not require address reconfigurations and the gateway hand-off causes only an Finally, the protocol complexity should also be taken into account when evaluating the feasibility of a proposal. For instance, solutions employing overlay networks of underlay layers below IP may introduce unacceptable implementation complexities. In addition, limiting the modifications to conventional IP mechanisms helps to easily implement the proposed solution under different environments and platforms.
CONCLUSION
This paper presented a practical and lightweight architecture to logically extend traditional wired LANs using multi-hop ad hoc networking technologies. The proposed architecture uses existing ad hoc routing protocols and can transparently interoperate with the fixed Internet infrastructure. We have shown that a simple approach exploiting proxy ARP servers and basic properties of the longest-matching rules used by standard IP routing is sufficient for establishing a heterogeneous network that appears to the external Internet as a single IP subnet. The protocol changes are quite limited and restricted to the gateway nodes. The experiments conducted in a prototyped system show that the proposed architectural design achieves an efficient use of network resources and it proves to be better than an alternative NAT-based scheme for the particular network topologies and traffic conditions we have tested.
We believe that there are several related aspects that are worth being further investigated in future work. † The gateway selection procedure implicitly relies on the ad hoc routing protocol. In the case of OLSR, it is accomplished using shortest-path criteria. However, in a multihoming scenario, several gateways can exist, which may be implemented using different technologies and may have different capabilities. Thus, there could be many benefits in designing cooperative heuristics to select gateways such as to obtain load balancing within the ad hoc network, or more efficient handovers. † In this work we have considered basic IP services, i.e. unicast routing and dynamic address allocation. However, more sophisticated functionalities, such as multicast and QoS management, have been developed for the Internet. Therefore, our proposed architecture should be extended to facilitate the integration of these additional capabilities. † The address allocation scheme described in this paper allows the exploitation of DHCP servers to assign IP addresses that are topologically correct in the entire extended LAN. However, a detailed evaluation of the efficiency of our proposal and a comparative study with other auto-configuration scheme is required. In addition, we intend to explore how to extend our solution to deal with the typical problems that may arise due to node mobility, such as message losses, and network partitions and mergings.
